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ABSTRACT

Comparison of nucleotide sequences from different
classes of vertebrates that diverged more than 300
million years ago, revealed the existence of highly
conserved regions (HCRs) with more than 70%
similarity over 100 to 1450 nt in non-coding parts of
genes. Such a conservation is unexpected because it
is much longer and stronger than what is necessary for
specifying the binding of a regulatory protein. HCRs are
relatively frequent, particularly in genes that are
essential to cell life. In multigene families, conserved
regions are specific of each isotype and are probably
involved in the control of their specific pattern of
expression. Studying HCRs distribution within genes
showed that functional constraints are generally much
stronger in 3'-non-coding regions than in promoters or
introns. The 3'-HCRs are particularly A + T-rich and are
always located in the transcribed untranslated regions
of genes, which suggests that they are involved in post-
transcriptional processes. However, current knowledge
of mechanisms that regulate mRNA export, localisation,
translation, or degradation is not sufficient to explain
the strong functional constraints that we have
characterised.

INTRODUCTION
While constraints that affect the rate of accumulation of non-
synonymous mutations in the coding part of genes are quite well
understood, little is known about those affecting non-coding
regions, that are often considered as neutral. The non-coding
regions (NCRs) of a gene include the 5' flanking (untranscribed)
region (5'-FLR), 5' untranslated region (5'-UTR), 3' untranslated
region (3'-UTR), 3'-flanking region (3'-FLR), and introns.
Interestingly, numerous authors have described genes with very
high conservation in non-coding sequences between distantly
related species. Yaffe et al. (1) were the first to discuss this
phenomenon; they have shown that portions of the 3'-UTRs of
skeletal muscle alpha-actin and cytoplasmic beta-actin had been
preserved since the divergence of mammals and birds and that
the conservation was specific of each actin isotypes. Striking
examples of conservation between mammals and birds include
the dystrophin gene 3'-UTR, that contains three regions of

respectively 473, 113 and 343 nt with more than 80% similarity
(2), the histone replacement variant H3.3 gene entire 3'-UTR
(520 nt) with 85% similarity (3) or the insulin-like growth factor
I 5'-NCR (80% over 450 nt) (4). We recently reported the
existence of an exceptionally long conserved region (82%
similarity over 930 nt) in the 3 '-UTR of the human and chicken
BTG1 antiproliferative genes (5). Such a conservation implies
a strong selective pressure. However, long regions with high
sequence similarity are generally not associated with binding sites
of regulatory proteins, which generally require less specificity
over a smaller region. Various steps of gene expression involve
the binding of factors on short signals (TATA-box,
polyadenylation signal etc ...) or the formation of particular RNA
spatial structure such as the stem loop structure at the end of
replication dependent histones mRNAs (6). However these
mechanisms involve sequences that are much shorter than the
conserved NCRs mentioned above. A study of 11 mammalian
genes has shown that introns, 3'-FLR and fourfold degenerate
sites evolve almost at the same rate as pseudogenes (0,5 % per
million years) that are thought to be free of any selective pressure,
2.5 times faster than 5'-FLR, 5'-UTR and 3'-UTR and 5 times
faster than non-degenerate sites (7). This variability of
evolutionary rates between each part of genes reflects the different
functional constraints that operate on it (7). However, the isolated
examples of high conservation that have been reported, do not
allow to draw conclusion about their function.

Since the estimated rate of accumulation of neutral point
substitution during evolution is about 0,5% per million years (My)
(7), the sequence similarity between species that diverged 300
My ago in DNA regions which are not subject to selective
pressure should be about 30% (after correction for multiple
substitutions), approximately the same as between unrelated
sequences. The evolutionary distances between mammals and
birds, amphibians or fishes are respectively 300 My, 360 My
and more than 420 My (8,9). Therefore, these distances are well
appropriated to detect regions that are subject to a strong selective
pressure. Thanks to the growing amount of published vertebrate
sequences available through databases, it is now possible to
systematically search for highly conserved regions and study the
constraints that affect non-coding sequences.
With this objective, we reviewed all the genes included in

GenBank database which contain long portions of their non-
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coding regions that remain highly conserved between species
belonging to different classes of vertebrates. We show that such
regions are not exceptional, and appear preferentially in genes
that are essential to cell life. The study of their distribution within
genes reveals that most of them are involved in post-
transcriptional mechanisms. We discuss the potential role of these
sequences in the control of mRNA export. localisation.
translation, or destabilization.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Search for homologous sequences in non-coding regions
All sequences of at least 100 nt situated downstream of the stop
codon of vertebrate protein-coding genes were extracted from
GenBank database (10, release 72. June 15 1992) using ACNUC
retrieval software (1 1). With this subset, we created three
databases: the first containing the mammalian sequences. the
second the avian sequences and the third the sequences from the
other classes of vertebrates (namely: amphibian, reptile.
osteochthyes, chondrichthyes and agnatha). We compared the
three databases with each other with blastn (basic local alignment
search tool-version for nucleic-acids sequences) (12). The cut-
off score (S) for reporting pairs of homologous sequences was
set to 150, with [S = 5xA-4xB] where A is the number of
identical nucleotides between the two sequences and B is the
number of mismatches. Homologous 3' non-coding region were
then aligned with CLUSTALV (13). The similarity was calculated
as 100 x the ratio between matching nucleotides and total number
of nucleotides in the sequence. Each gap was scored as one
mismatch and therefore was counted as one nucleotide in the
overall calculation of the length of sequence. In order to delimit
the regions of at least 100 nt with 70% similarity or more, we
drew the profile of homology between two sequences by
computing the similarity on a 100-nt window moving along the
alignment at 10-nt intervals. The same procedure was applied
to all 5' non-coding regions and introns of at least 100 nt.

Search for orthologous protein genes
All complete vertebrate coding sequences from GenBank were
translated, and the couples of homologous protein genes from
different classes of vertebrates were searched with blastp (12).
Then couples of homologous but not orthologous genes were
eliminated on the basis of information included in GenBank. In
an attempt to conserve only orthologous genes, those which could
not be clearly identified among different members of a multigene
family were also discarded.

Sequence analysis
Sequence analysis (G + C content, search for ORF etc.....) were
performed with Analseq (14). The isochore in which a gene is
located was predicted according to its G+C-content in codons
third position (G+C%JJI) as previously described (15):
G+C%III < 57% for L1I+-L2 isochores, G+C%III < 75%
for Hl +H2 isochores, G+C %III -75% for H3 isochore.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Highly conserved sequences in non-coding regions between
different classes of vertebrates
Sequence comparisons of evolutionarily related genes may reveal
different patterns of biologically significant conservation: a region
of strong similarity over a short sequence ( < 15 nt) may
correspond to the target of regulatory DNA- or RNA-binding

proteins, such as signals involved in polv'adenylation, splicing,
transcription Or translation;conversely, weak similarity over a
long region (e.g. > 100 nt) may reveal sequences coding for
distantly related proteins. In this work wve focused our attention
upon regions with a high degree of conservation, that is to say
that are subjected to strong selective pressure, and that are miuch
longer than what is generally necessary to specify the binding
of a protein. Therefore we defined a highly conserved region
(HCR) as a sequence of at least 100 nt with 70%( similarity orl
more between species that diverged more than 300 My ago (i.e.
that should share only 30% similarity in absence of selective
pressure). 5'- and 3'-HCRs will reter to HCRs found respectively
in 5'- oI 3'-non-coding regions.
We compared all the 3'-. 5'-non-coding sequences and introns

of at least 100 nt from different classes of vertebrates. In order
to be exhaustive, we chose a low cut-off paraimieter (S= 150. see
material and methods) so that we could detect homologous regions
wxith about 60% similarity over 100 nt. We eliminated couples
of sequences for which similaritv was due to microsatellites.
Microsatellites consist in repeats of' shoirt oligonucleotides
(generally 2-4 nt) that are widely distributed amnong mammalian
genomes ( 16) and, as we observed. are present as well in genomles
fromii other vertebrates classes. We also eliminated couples for
which we found homology between long terminal repeats of
integrated retroviruses or artificial cloning ectors included by
error in the published sequence. Finally,\ we eliminated couples
for which the homologous region cor-responds to coding exons
that lie 3' of the stop codon as a result of alternative splicing.
presence of an adjacent gene or even errors in sequence
annotation in the database. Remaining homologous regions
correspond to unique sequences. specific of one gene or- gene
family (see below), and whose position in the gene has been
conserved during evolution. Therefore it was possible to align
homologous non-coding regions. In ordeI to study the pattern
of conservation, we calculated the profile of similarity for each
alignment, and we delimited regions with mor-e than 60%, 70%/f
or 80% similarity over 100 nt. Table 1 gives the list of the 87
genes for which we detected HCRs. In almost all cases. the
conserved region is specific of a single gene. The only exceptions
are the short 5'-HCR found in both murine Hox 1. 1 and Hox2.3
genes [74, 86] and the 3'-HCR in N- and S-myc [5] (numbers
in brackets refer to the numbering used in table 1). Examples
of striking patterns of similarity are presented in figure 1. The
cumulative length of HCRs within (, aene ranges from 100 to
1450 nt (in the 3'-UTR of the endoplasiic-reticulutn Ca(2+)-
transport ATPase SERCA2B of pig and chicken) (ftig. I a [ 1).
The longest continuous HCR was found between human and
chicken BTG 1 antiproliterative gene 3'-UTR. with 82% similarity
over 930 nt (fig. la. [31).

Conserved regions do not correspond to coding sequences
The simplest explanation for these conserved regions would be
that they represent protein-encodine exons from adjacent or
overlapping genes, or involved in the coding of another protein
isotype via alternative splicing.
To assess this possibility, entire non-coding regions of all HCR-

containing genes were first compared with all protein-encoding
sequences described in GenBank. Apart fi-om exceptions
mentioned above, we did not find any significant homology.
Then, we translated all open reading framees (ORFs) of at least
75 nt from non-coding sequences in the six possible friames, and
these potential polypeptides were comnpared to each other. By
this way. we found 80 potential coding sequences preserved
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Figure 1. Pattern of similarity between non-coding regions from homologous genes belonging to different vertebrate classes. A. 3' non-coding regions; B. 5' non-
coding regions. The position of polyadenylation sites or transcription start sites are indicated when known. The GenBank accession numbers of sequences are listed
in table 1.

during vertebrates evolution. However, in most cases these
conserved ORFs concern only a small portion of the HCR, the
longest coding only for a 46 amino-acids protein. We further
analysed the 20 longest conserved ORFs, and we found that either
there was much more similarity between the sequences at the
DNA level than at the potential protein level due to the presence

of frame-shift mutations or that the similarity was higher or equal
in the third codon positions compared with the first or second.
This situation is inverse to that usually observed for related
protein-encoding DNAs, where mutations accumulate mainly at
silent sites and where gaps are generally observed by multiple
of three nt for maintaining the reading frame. Thus it is very
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Table 1. High similarit- between non-codinle recions t-oil h1110OLoLP genes
helonging to different classes of vertebrates
Jr I I T- -

3-HCR-containing genes
doplasmic-foticulum Ca2+ ATPase

SEFXA23
2 dystrophln
3 13TG1 antip(oMlerative gone
4 Noural Coll Adhoos4on Moloculo (b)
S N-myc (d)
6sm1'ooth musclo caldesmon
7 c-17s

8 Na.'K-ATPase beta subuni (b)
9 thasture replacloment variant H3.3B (I)
0 Ca3iodulInI (bI)

11 HMG-17
12 hislone replacement vara1nt H3.3A (I)
133MAF2S
14 alpha-2 collagon gone typo
5middle weight neurolilame1t

16transterrin rosoptor
177c-jur

8 GATA-3 transcription facto1
19 N-cadholin
20 calbindin-D28K
21 Y-box binding protein
22 lysosomal membrane glycoprotein
23 ornlhine decarboxylase (b)
24 NFI-B/nuclear factor I-Al

25 alpha-1 colbagen type 11
26 vimentin (b)
27 elongation factor 1-alpha (I)

20 78-kD glucose-regulated protein
29 cytoskeletal gamma-actin (I)
30 peptidylhydroxyglycine N-C lyase
31 contactin
32 transcription factof 4 (CTF4)
33 HMG-14
34 platelet-derived growtlh factor A

35 retinok acid binding protein beta
36 carilage link protein
37 cardiac alpha-actin (b f)
38 c-myb
39 skeletal muscle alpha-actin (b. I)
40 extracefl. signal-rogulatod kinase (f)
41 alpha-tropomyosin
422myosin heavy chain
43 cytoplasmic beta-actin (b.l)
4 4H4MG-2 :)I
4 5 nuclolar protein N038 B23
46 asic FGF roceptof
47 octamer-binding protein (Oct-1)

(b)
(b)

48 nucloolin (b)
casoin kinaseil alpha subut (I)

GTP-binding protoin (G-aIp4a-il) (1)
S non-musclo alpha-aclinin (I)

52 M-lwist
bola-nerve growth factor (b)

transforming growth factor0-beta
555 iox
56 glycoprotehn (tra1) 108K HSP

Hox 2.6fX04ox A
S8 tenascin

prolyl 4-hydroxylase alp451. subun6
ibronfOctin
int1grin (b)
nouroplptido Y (b)
CEF-10 Cyr61
B-cfratine kioasoe
5'-HCR-contalning genes

65 insulin-like growthfacto1 (IGF-1) (b)
transforming growth ficlor-)1to1
aorlic muscle alpha 0ctin
alpha-2 colLagen g9ene t1ype I

nuclear fatoo -B
fasO myosin a4)ali light c51ai4 MLC1t
Hox 5.1rCIAoxl

72 c-myb

GABA-A receptor gamm9 subunit
Hox (e
transforming growth factor beta

76 c-jun
cytoplasmic beta-actir (b)

alpha-tropomyosin
PRII

80 docorinlchondrortin
81 B-croatine kinase
82 FGf roceptor tyrost8o kinaso

reti8oic acid binding protein beta
f1rr0in H-subunt (b)

85 alpha-1 typo-fil col7agen
Hox1.1 (e)
genes wt0th HCRs InInt3ons

7c-fos first intron

mamm birds ampt, fishes birds
FX (>-fl-CR total

I-1 - 17

M25696

'01347 1

M765 CE
M59453
XS6316
M63596
x16843
M25697

X62771

M23238

X04669

XO5392
X59813

M2501 3

X56039
M55163
X57165
X63091

X56089

M27730
X55716

M268840

M77820
M20140)
M87296

M29857 M32792

X06592

M25013

X125001

M 15655

14 1 7 23 6 4

024 2443

923 923

769 3306
741 1 082
667 1248
661 1 026

656 920

6 1 6 836
5 5 1 593
54 3 1259

533 694

532 632
528 984
505 672

4 50 1543

439 624

431 j431
419 11568

3 7 7 7 6

333 '334
316 479

1 1 7 4

310 323

28111 374

279 730

239 1532
223 1223
220 22018

209 1229
1 88 1253
187 i374
177 262

177 294

160 962

1 57 277

1 56 592

1 5 378
1 53 1193
151 14
1 50 'I 50

1 49 392
1 4 200

11 9 537

0 1159

1 22 368

100 173S

1 762 3

1 00 2247

140 4 47

2t0 1 608
1 37

200 62S3

1 59 42247

14778136
4 3 7 4 4

2801 45 379

2 19 0 1403
I18s 121sI

1 4 7 381
1 4 7 3 2 0

1304 1016

1 1 8 2 8

X53754 1IA66385

M1 8533
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XS3674
M641 10
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J04 1 1 1
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M 59 365S
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M 10607
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J00805

15469145
N126510
X001 82

J03969 X 72006M!37722 M24637

M60858 X17199
M55265 M594S6

X03642 x

X55187 M74143

M63650

M35075 X04067

X02812 X12373

X61922

X15187 X04961

M36654

X06160 M23121

M24486 M262171
X00739 k

X07979 M14049 N

K01911 M8729S

J04496

X15334

M14155 M32791 tv
X02812 X12373

M13756
K01832 M2S963
J04 X51485

J05026 K02610.
X17360 X52671-

X16390 X12495

M62374 X54944

X06762 x

M60556 X58127

JO4111 M57467
X00182

M15474 M69145

X16511 X

X03929 X63797
X15334
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M26939 K01481
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Notc: A highly conserved region (HCR) is defined as a sequence with at least

70% similaorrtv over 100 nt or nmore. (a) genes are sorted aoccordine to the HCR

lenlgth. When the length of HCR is nuLll (0), it imeians that we detected homologv
but that the conserved region did not fit the criteria of HCRs. The length of commirllon
non-coding regions sequenced in both species is indicated. (b) genes for which

or3-coding regions have been determiined in at least three diffcrent vertebrate
classes. (c) ,oenes with no detectable similaritv in non-coding regions. (d) the

conserved region is found also in rat S-nmc 3'UTR (Accession number: M29069).
(c) 5'HCR tloomHoxl and Hox2.3 are homologous. (t) thercexists other trons
the same nmultigenc fnamily, very similar at the protein level > 80%7 ) but that

are totally divergent in their 3'NCRs. mamm.n : mammals: amiph. amphihians.

unlikely that this conserved elemlents ar-e protein encoding exons.
We cannot exclude the presence of small exons such as the 14
nt long coding sequence in the 3 -UTR of SERCA2B that is used
by alternative splicing for the expression of SERCA2A (fig. la);
however these exons cannot accouInt for the long HCRs found.

Conserved regions do not code for any known structural RNA
The non-coding regions of the HCR-containing genes wvere
compared with all functional RNA genes described in GenBank
(ribosomual-RNA, transfer-RNA. small cytoplasmic or nuclear
RNA). We detected several non-coding sequences with significant
homology to the small cytoplasmic RNA 7SL. but never within
HCRs. The program tRNA-scan ( 17) also failed to predict any
potential tRNA-encoding sequence. Thus, conserved regions do
not correspond to any overlapping gene coding foir a known
functional RNA.

Distribution of highly conserved regions
In order to estimate the frequency of genes containing a HCR
in their non-coding regions and stud) HCRs distribution within
genes, we searched in GenBank for orthologous genes ftrom
species belonging to different classes of vertebrates. We chose
all couples for which the complete coding part and at least 200
nt from the 3'-NCR. 5'-NCR oI one coimiplete intron w\as
sequenced in both species. Table 2 gives the frequency of HCR-
containing genes among orthologous renes with sequenced non-
coding regions, for the different paits of genes and bet\,veen
mammals and birds, amphibians oI fishes. These results are rough
underestimates since it is possible that some of the genes in our
list are not strictly orthologous or that they contain HCRs in a
part of their NCRs that has not been sequenced; therefore they
can onl be used foI comlparison. We also calculated the average
length of these HCRs and the ratio conserved i-egion length over
the total coimimlon length of' sequentce determrlined in hoth
vertebrates classes.
The first observation is, as expected. that no significant

homology can be detected in non-coding regions of most
orthologous genes. However, HCRs are not exceptional: about
30%c of genes contain in their 3'-NCR a HCR between mamnmals
and birds. with an average length of' 390 nt representing 17%
of the total length of 3'-NCR sequenced in both classes.

Secondly, HCRs concern only limited par-ts of genes. The
mutation rate is known to varv between genes from a same
genome ( 18). This variation can be attributed to various factors
such as structural features ot' the chromiatin, replicationi or
transcriptional activities that can affect the susceptibility to
mutation or the efficiency of repaii over DNA iegions (19). Thus,
we searched if the conservation that we observed between
mammals and birds affects the whole gene. Amlong the 64 couples
of genes that contain a 5'- or 3'-HCR and for which we could
compare their coding part, we found only foui cases with high
similarity (> 70%c ) at their fourfold de2enerate sites. We had a
sample of 34 orthologous genes with which we could test both
the presence of 5' and 3' HCR: calculation of the table of
contingency for the presence/absence of conserved region showed
that 3'-HCRs are not associated with 5'-HCRs (xi'=0,42).
Moreover, HCRs are generally only discrete portions of non-
coding regions (see fig. 1). Therefore, the conservation that we
observed does not concern the entire geine and cannot be attributed
to somine structural features of a chronmsomal domain that would
protect DNA froim muttations.
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Table 2. Frequency of HCR-containing genes, distributionand extent of HCRs
within genes

mammals versus:
birds amph. fishes

orthologous genes with >200 nt sequenced in 5'NCR 6 3 2 5 1 3
frequency of 5'HCR-containing genes (a) 17,4% (11) 4% (1) 0
total common sequenced length (nt) 49942 13998 6089
average 5'HCR length (nt) 221 ± 126 275 ND
5'HCR total length/total common sequenced length 4,90% 2% 0%

orthologous genes with >200 nt sequenced in 3'NCR 1 21 70 37
frequency of 3HCR-containing genes (a) 29,7% (36) 17,1% (12) 5,4% (2)
total common sequenced length (nt) 80554 36888 1 8853
average 3HCR length (nt) 390 ± 305 228 ± 106 254 ± 213
3HCR total length/total common sequenced length 17,40% 7,40% 2,7%

orthologous genes with >200 nt sequenced in introns 1 9 6 5
frequency of intron-HCR-containing genes 5.2% (1) 0 0
total common sequenced length (nt) 25655 9699 4931
average intron HCR length (nt) 11 8 ND ND
intron HCR total length/total common sequenced lengt 0,5% 0% 0%

Note: (a) because of the criteria that we have chosen (complete coding part, NCR
> 200nt), some of the HCRs listed in table I are not included here. amph.:
amphibians.

Table 3. Frequency of HCRs and classes of genes

mammals/birds with without
orthologous genes 3'HCR 3HCR
Total (a) 29,7% (36) 70,3% (85)
class of product

DNA-binding protein
or cytoskeletal protein 48,8% (21) 51,2% (22)

enzyme, hormnone
or hormone receptor 5,1% (2) 94,9% (37)

other (b) 33,3% (13) 66,7% (26)
Expression pattern (c)

limited 19,4% (14) 80,6% (58)
wide 50% (19) 50% (19)

Note: (a) are only included genes with complete coding part and 3'NCR > 200nt.
(b) see text. (c) genes for which expression pattern could not be deternined are
not included.

Thirdly, we observed that HCRs are not evenly distributed in
the gene: they are predominantly found in the 3' NCRs, where
they are much longer than those in 5'-NCRs (table 2). In a
significant number of cases (> 10%), the similarity in 3 '-HCRs
is even higher than in the coding part of the gene. There is a
bias in the database since the number of 3'-NCRs longer than
200 nt sequenced in two different classes is almost twice as for
5'-NCRs. However, the average common sequenced length in
5'- and 3'-NCRs is approximately the same (respectively 792
and 665 nt). Therefore, this bias cannot account for the difference
in frequency of 5' and 3' HCR-containing genes (17% versus
30%) nor for the difference between the ratio conserved/total
common sequence length (5 % versus 17 %). HCRs appear to be
even scarcer in introns (1 HCR found among 19 genes). This
means that there is generally a stronger selective pressure to
preserve the sequence of 3'-NCRs than of 5'-NCRs or introns.
This finding is unexpected because it is generally thought that
the most important regulatory non-coding region is the promoter.
One other notable feature of 3'-HCRs is that they are always

located in the transcribed part of 3 '-NCRs. We did not find any
significant conserved region in 3'-flanks, and among the 13
couples of 3'-HCR-containing genes for which at least 100 nt
of the 3'-flank had been sequenced in two species (390 nt in
average), the conserved regions never extended more than 30
nt after the polyadenylation site. Together with the fact that HCRs
are very rare in introns, this indicates that there exists a constraint

that operates on the mature mRNA and not at the pre-mRNA
or DNA levels. Thus we can infer that the 3'-HCRs are involved
in post-transcriptional mechanisms.

Evolution of highly conserved regions
HCRs are detected even between the most distantly related classes
of vertebrates (except agnatha that are poorly represented in
GenBank): the Na+/K + -ATPase beta-subunit gene contains in
its 3 '-UTR a HCR of 400 nt between mammals and osteochthyes
that diverged more than 420 My ago (fig. la, [8]). However,
table 2 shows that conserved regions are scarcer and, in average,
smaller as species are more distantly related. To confirm this
result, we searched in our list for HCR-containing genes that have
been sequenced in at least 3 different vertebrate classes. In 12
cases among 18, homology was detected between all classes with
the strongest conservation observed between mammals and birds,
except for beta nerve growth factor [53] and alpha 1 type II
collagen [25]; in the 6 other cases, homology was detected
between mammals and birds but not between more distantly
related classes. This can be explained by the fact that similarity
is already weak between mammals and birds and cannot be
detected anymore with fishes or amphibians (e.g. neuropeptide
Y [62]). An alternative explanation can be that genes are not really
orthologous: for example a duplication of the skeletal muscle
alpha-actin ancestor gene arose in the amphibian lineage, leading
to at least two distinct skeletal isotypes that are not strictly
comparable to their single mammalian counterpart (20) [39]. All
these results show that HCRs are slowly evolving sequences that
diverge from a common ancestor and allow to reject the
hypothesis that they are due to virus-mediated horizontal gene
transfer or to experimental artefact such as recombination with
contaminant DNA during cloning.
Many of the HCR-containing genes are known to belong to

multigene families that arose by successive duplications of
ancestor genes. Interestingly, whereas related genes sometimes
code for isoforms that are very similar at the protein level, we
found that their non-coding sequences are specific of each isotype
(except for N- and S-myc [5], Hoxl. 1 and Hox2.3 [74, 86]) (see
table 1). The most striking examples are the calmodulins and
replacement variant histones H3.3. Mammalian H3.3A and
H3.3B genes code for the same protein and yet have distinct 5'
and 3' regions. In both genes the entire 3'-UTRs (>500 nt)
remained highly conserved (>80% similarity) since mammals
and birds divergence (21, 3) [9, 12]. This multigene one-protein
principle is also observed for vertebrate calmodulins: in mammals
and toleost fishes there are respectively three and four distinct
genes that code for exactly the same protein (22, 23). Of these,
there is at least one for which the 3'-UTR has been exceptionally
conserved (80% similarity over 550 nt) between mammals, birds
and amphibians [10]. If these genes were truly redundant, one
should expect that some of the copies would have been lost during
such a long period of evolution. If the presence of multiple copies
arose from necessity of high protein production, one should
predict the conservation of the number of copies but not of each
one specifically, particularly because mechanisms of conversion
between homologous sequences are relatively frequent in
vertebrates (24). Therefore, these multiple genes are probably
maintained because each one has a specific expression in response
to different stimuli. The presence of specific 3'-HCR in such
genes is thus particularly meaningful and suggests a role of
3'-HCRs in the unique pattern of expression of each member
of multigene families.
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3'-HCRs are preferentially found in genes that are essential
to cell life
In order to get insight on the potential function of conserved
sequences, we searched if the presence of HCRs was associated
with a particular expression pattern. We classified HCR-
containing genes in two groups: genes expressed in a wide range
of tissue and genes with limited or tissue-specific expression.
Information about the expression of genes was extracted from
OMIM database (Victor A.McKusik's catalogue of cTenes,
accessed through GDB, 25) oI from papers givNen in reference
in GenBank. The most important feature is that 3'-HCRs are
clearly associated with widely expressed genes (Xl 11 .06)
(table 3). Interestingly this bias is not observed with 5'-HCRs
that are found at about equal frequency in genes with limited or
wide expression (XI2=0.39). Thanks to the numerous 3'-HCR-
containing genes that we found it was possible to study their
distribution according to the function of their product. Genes were
classified in the seven most representative groups: enzymes,
DNA-binding proteins, cytoskeletal proteins, extra-cellular matrix
proteins, hormones, hormone receptors, storage oI transport
proteins. There again we found a striking diffeience: 3'-HCRs
occur predominantly in genes encoding DNA-binding proteins
or cytoskeletal proteins, about 10 times more frequently than in
genes encoding enzymes, hormones or hormone receptors (table
3). In total, 75% (12/16) of genes that are widely expressed and
that encode DNA-binding proteins or cytoskeletal components
contain a 3'-HCRs.
The basal cellular mechanisms are probably similar in all

vertebrates whereas differences appear at higher level of
organisation (tissues, organs...). It is thus not surprising that the
regulation of genes involved, for example, in the hormonal system
may have radically changed since the divergence of vertebrates,
whereas mechanisms of regulation of the genes that are essential
to cell life, have remained the same. What these results show
is that these latter mechanisms of regulation often involve the
3'-UTR and operate at the post-transcriptional level.

Compositional properties of HCRs
In order to see if HCRs have particular structural properties, we
compared the nucleotide composition of conserved and non-
conserved regions. We observed that while 5'-HCRs have the
same composition as non-conserved regions that surround them,
3'-HCRs are strongly enriched in A +-T; not only are they richer
than 3'-NCRs that do not contain HCR (64% Nersus 54% A+T
in mammals and birds), but also than non-conserv ed regions that
surround them (58% A+-T). This difference is mostly due to an
excess of T (U) in the transcribed strand (34% in 3'-HCRs versus
27% in 3'-NCRs that do not contain HCR). Mouchiroud et al.
(15) have shown that the G+C-content of each part of genes is
subject to high scale compositional constraints that affect large
chromosomal domains (> 100 kb). These long regions of either
high, medium or low G+C-content are termed isochores (26)
(respectively H3, Hl +H2, LI +L2). We observed that 3'-HCRs
are found in G+C-rich as well as in G+C-poor isochores.
However, whereas the A + T content of non-conserved 3 '-NCRs
varies according to the isochore (from 46% in avrerage in H3
to 64% in Ll +-L2), 3'-HCRs remain A+T rich in all isochores
(64-65 %). These results suggest that the A +T-richness of
3'-HCRs corresponds to a functional requirement.

Potential functions for HCRs located in introns or 5' non-
coding regions.
We have found only one HCR in introns, aLmong 19 couples of
orthologous aenes with their introns (cotmiplete and > 200 nt)
known in two vertebrate classes (table 2). It is located in the first
intron of c-fos [87] and its role is unknown. Whereas the presence
of introns has been shown to he necessary for the corr ect
processinr Or export of certain mlRNAs (27). these limited data
suggest that their primary sequences are generally not subject
to strone conistr-aints.
The observation of the profiles of similarity in the 5' NCRs

reveals two ar-eas that are preferentially conserved: sequences
surroundine the transcr-iptioni start-site aind sequences of the
5'-UTR ,just upstream the initiation codon. This pattei-n strongly
suggest a role in the regulation of transcr-iption and/oor translation.
The creatine kinase B, c-jun (fig. Ib) and actins genes [81,

76, 67, 77] are typical examples where a1 HCR is found to
encomiipass the CAAT- and TATA-hoxes antid hence atre very
likelN to play a rIole in the regulation of tranllscription. As we
discussed above, HCRs are much longer th.an sequences that are
necessary to specify the binding of ai single protein. However.
formnation of the tr-aniscription initiation comiiplex requires the
concerted hinding of numerous factoIs on aLdjacent DNA sites,
which could explain the maintenanice of' a short HCR.
Among genes that contain a HCR in their 5'-UTR, we found

two examiiples where the conserved elemicenit has been shown to
play a role in regulation of translation: transforming growth factor
beta-3 (28) [751 and ferritin heavy chain (fig. lb, [84]).
Translational regulation of the ferritin mRNA has been thoroughly
studied (reviewed in 29). The 5'-UTR of this mRNA contains
a sequence called Iron Response Elemllent (IRE) that adopts a
stem-loop structure which is recogniscd by Li specific cytoplasmic
binding protein known as IRE-BP. In response to iron starvation,
the IRE-BP is activated and binds with high affinity to this IRE
thus repr-essing the translationi of this proteini. The IRE is ahout
30 nt long, whereas the conserved region covers 120 nt. The
role of sequences flanking the IRE remiiainis to be determined.
These observations are indeed not very surprising: 5'-HCRs

can correspond to the presence of several adjacent signals
recognised by specific nuclear DNA-binding proteins, oI to an
RNA region that adopts a particular spatial structure interacting
with a cytoplasmic RNA-binding protein. The patterns of
conservation of most of the 5'-HCRs that we found can be
explained by one and/or the other of these two miiodels. However,
5 '-HCRs ar-e longer than currently char-acter-ised reaulatorv
elements, thus it would be interestinc to deter-mline experimentalln
the precise function of each part of conserved regions.
Role of 3'-HCRs iIn post-transcriptional mechanisms of
regulation
We have shown that 3'-HCRs ar-e probably involved in post-
transcriptional nmechanismis that require A +T-rich regions in the
3'-UTR of mRNAs. To examine the potential role of 3'-HCR
in the different post-transcriptional steps (mRNA nucleo-
cytoplasmic export. cytoplasmic localisation, translation (and
degradation), we reviewed the papers given in referenice in the
sequence entries. We found seveeral well studied examiiples where
we could associate sequence conservation with a pai-ticular-
function. However, none of thenm is sufficietit to explain all the
3'-HCRs that we characterised. The potenitial role of 3'-HCRs
in each post-tr-anscr-iptional step is discussed below.
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mRNA degradation. Regulation of mRNA degradation is an
important process in controlling the expression of a number of
proteins. Interestingly, numerous studies have clearly
demonstrated the role of 3'-UTR in the regulation of mRNA
turnover (reviewed in 30,31). We found two genes with a 3'-HCR
encompassing cis-acting elements that have been shown to
influence mRNA stability: c-fos [7] and transferrin receptor (TfR)
[16]. The c-fos 3' mRNA destabilizing element has been
thoroughly studied, and was recognised as centred around a 75
nt A+ T-rich sequence (32). However, the c-fos 3'-HCR covers
more than 650 nt and thus cannot be fully explained by this
relatively short signal (see fig. la). The best understood case is
the TfR mRNA (reviewed in 29). The cis-acting regulatory sites
within the 3'-UTR have been mapped by detailed deletion and
mutation analysis; they correspond to two A+T-rich HCRs of
respectively 200 and 250 nt separated by a dispensable segment
whose length has not been conserved during evolution (see
fig. la). The first HCR contains 2 IREs (the same structure as
the one found in the 5'-UTR of ferritin mRNA described above)
and a stem loop structure, while the second encompasses 3
additional IREs (33). In cells grown in a medium with high iron
content, the stem-loop in the first HCR confers a high turn-over
rate to the TfR mRNA, whereas in an iron-depleted medium IRE-
BPs are activated and bind at least four of the five IREs in a
1:1 stoichiometry, thus protecting TfR mRNA against degradation
(34, 35).

This example is interesting in clearly demonstrating the link
between a long highly conserved non-coding region and its
function in post-transcriptional regulation through the formation
of adjacent small stem loop structures. Several data suggest that
many of the 3 '-HCRs that we found may also correspond to cis-
acting determinant of mRNA stability. First, several other
3 '-HCR-containing genes are known to be regulated at the level
of mRNA stability: N-myc (36) [5], ornithine decarboxylase
(ODC) (37) [23], cyr-61 (38) [63], c-myb (39) [38]. Furthermore,
as already mentioned, many of the genes that we found code for
regulatory proteins which mRNAs are expected to have a short
half-life in order to allow a fine tuning of their expression.
Finally, the common feature of the cis-acting destabilizing
elements that have been characterised to date is their A+T-
richness (30), which is also a feature shared by most of 3'-HCRs.

It is however clear that this model cannot account for all the
3'-HCRs that we detected. First, as pointed out by Lemaire et
al. (2), it is not expected that the very large dystrophin gene [2],
which transcription takes about 20 hours, is regulated at the level
of mRNA stability. Furthermore, many of the 3 '-HCR-containing
genes encode cytoskeletal proteins which mRNAs are known to
be very stable (half life > 4h: fibronectin [60], integrin [61],
tropomyosin [41] (40); >24h: beta-actin [43], neurofilament [15]
(41)). Therefore, it is likely that other post-transcriptional
processes are responsible for these 3'-HCRs.

mRNA transport and localisation. Recent experiments have
demonstrated that many mRNA have a non-uniform distribution
in the cytoplasm. This specific subcellular localisation of mRNA
provides a mechanism for protein targeting within developing
or differentiating cells and thus participates to the establishment
of cellular morphology (reviewed in 42). mRNA sorting is an
active process that involves the cytoskeleton (43). In all cases
studied to date, this process is mediated by cis-acting sequences
in the 3'-UTR (44). Interestingly, it has been shown that 53 nt
from the proximal portion of the 3'-UTR of the beta-actin gene

were sufficient to confer specific subcellular localisation to an
otherwise non-localised reporter transcript (44). Unfortunately,
the authors have not published the exact position of this signal;
it would be meaningful that it resides in the HCR found at the
beginning of the 3'-UTR [43].
The mRNAs of two other 3 '-HCR-containing genes have been

shown to be localised in differentiated cells: vimentin (45) [26]
and myosin heavy chain (46) [42]. These examples support the
hypothesis that 3'-HCRs may also be involved in the control of
mRNA localisation. It would be interesting to test this model with
the numerous 3 '-HCR-containing genes that encode cytoskeletal
proteins which localisation is probably essential for control of
cellular morphology. Moreover, this hypothesis suggests a
possible role for the existence of multiple genes coding for the
same protein: their specific 3'-UTR may target each mRNA to
a particular cellular localisation, thus giving a specific destination
to the protein. Thus, the level at which each isotype is expressed
would participate to the establishment of cellular morphology.

mRNA translation. Another potential role for 3'-HCR is the
control of mRNA-translation. It has been reported that A+T-
rich sequences in 3'-UTRs such as the one that confer instability
to c-fos mRNA, have also an inhibitory effect on translation in
Xenopus oocytes (47). The mechanisms by which 3 '-UTR
influence translation are not understood, and thus the link between
sequence conservation and function remains obscure. The ODC
gene has an A+T-rich, highly conserved 3'-UTR [23] and, as
already mentioned, its expression is regulated at the level of
mRNA stability. Interestingly, it has also been shown that its
3'-UTR strongly influences the efficiency of translation (48),
which raises the possibility that a HCR might correspond to
several adjacent signals involved in different mechanisms.

mRNA nucleo-cytoplasmic export. Finally, though poorly
documented, we must mention the potential role of 3 '-HCRs in
the nucleo-cytoplasmic export of mRNA. This is an active process
that involves the poly(A) tail (49). Interestingly, recent experiment
have shown that a protein, named A+U binding factor (AUBF),
accelerates the nuclear export of mRNA containing an A+T rich
sequence in their 3'-UTR (50).

CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that non-coding sequences can be subject to a
strong selective pressure. Interestingly, whereas most attention
is generally focused on the control of transcription, we found
that selective constraints are stronger on transcribed 3'-NCRs
than on any other non-coding regions, even promoter sequences.
This stresses the importance of post-transcriptional events in
control of gene expression. Our results suggest that such
mechanisms have been conserved during vertebrates evolution
principally for genes that are essential to cell life. The control
of these post-transcriptional mechanisms is so important that in
some cases, multiple genes encoding a same protein have been
maintained in order to allow a response to various stimuli or to
target mRNA to specific localisation through different 3'-UTRs.
However, whereas our work allowed to reveal non-coding

regions of functional importance, very little is known about the
precise mechanisms in which they are involved. None of the
different post-transcriptional steps can account for all the 3 '-HCRs
that we found. The A + T-richness of 3 '-HCRs probably reflects
a functional requirement, but this does not give much information
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since A + T-rich sequences in 3'-UTR have been shown to be
involved in many different processes (see above). The only well
understood case is the TfR mRNA 3 '-UTR that contains six stem-
loop structures playing a role in the control of its stability. Even
though, the total length of these six elements is about 200 nt
whereas the conserved region spans 450 nt. The role of theses
additional conserved sequences is unknown. The length of the
other known cis-acting elements (c-fos destabilizing sequences,
beta-actin localiser signal) is under 75 nt. This contrasts with
the average length of mammalians/birds 3'-HCRs which is near
400 nt. What mechanism(s) can necessitate conserved regions
of more than 700 nt found in the 3'UTRs of N-myc, NCAM,
BTG 1, dystrophin and SERCA2B genes? Do long HCRs
correspond to adjacent and independent short signals or to
complex structures involved in a single process? Whereas we
are familiar with the mechanisms of transcription or translation
that account for the patterns of conservation that we observed
in 5'-NCRs, there is clearly a gap between our current knowledge
of post-transcriptional mechanisms of regulation and the
constraints that we characterised on 3'-UTR.
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